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Vocational Training 
of Chefs and Executive Chefs

Chefs and executive chefs in public large-scale 
kitchens work under steadily increasing cost pressure. 
The share of convenience products in increasing, as it 
is often believed that they are means towards cost 
efficiency. The training developed within this project 
aims to enable participants to provide good quality 
meals at comparable costs and higher resource 
efficiency. The training materials are designed in 
such a way that they can be used for self-study, or to 
supplement the courses that are offered by the partners 
for each of the modules. The training courses are split 
into four learning units, 60 minutes each. About a 
third of the course is reserved for discussions and 
working through exercises of variable difficulties. The 
course can be adapted individually to the participants 
needs.

The target group is accomplished chefs and executive 
chefs and decision-makers for largescale kitchens, as 
they dispose of basic professional knowledge and as 
they are in the best position to initiate changes.
Goal
The project aims at shaping a vocational training for 
chefs and executive chefs of large-scale kitchens, 
which is either hardly attainable for them in the daily 
routine, or not available at all in the project 
countries.
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Our project purpose is to offer a voca-
tional training for chefs and executive 
chefs, which, in the daily routine, is 
hardly attainable for them and regar-
ding its contents, is not available as 
such at all in the project countries, as 
it presents the latest state of knowledge 
regarding large-scale kitchen manage-
ment. 
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TOPICS
* General knowledge of: the information tools to promote or 
marketing the sustainability of the canteen, the corporate 
social responsibility principles. Definition of stakeholders. 
* Internal communication: “having the staff of the right 
side”
* External communication: raise awareness of external 
stakeholders on the green and healthy choice of the canteen. 

TOPICS

* Accumulation of waste along the value chain
* Options for reducing waste (e.g. packaging systems)
 * Options for recycling and preserving food

TOPICS
*Sustainability and regional food Explanation of the 
relationship between the consumption of regional production 
and sustainability
* Seasonal and fresh food The effect of storage and processing 
of food quality and effectiveness boarding
* Organic production Reasons and possibilities 
of inclusion of organic foods into your diet

Module \\ food use

Module \\ menu designEducational objectives

Module \\ waste prevention

Module \\ energy efficiency

Module \\ Communication 
      and Marketing 

knowledge of the energy consumption in the large - 
scale kitchen and ability to identify measures towards 
its reduction. 

knowledge of menu design according to sustainability 
and resource efficiency criteria.

The knowledge acquired by the participants encompas-
ses the theoretical basis and successful approaches in 
the 5 thematic areas: Foods Use, Menu Design, Waste 
Prevention, Energy Efficiency, Marketing and Infor-
mation. The competence acquired includes theory and 
practical tools for the implementation of measures in 
each of the 5 thematic areas towards a resource– and 
cost-efficient kitchen. The skills acquired include: 
ability to analyse the running of the own kitchen, 
ability to design seasonal menus, ability to motivate 
the kitchen staff for innovative action, skills to 
implement resource-efficient measures.
A participant can acquire a training certificate by 
filling in at least 2 modules of the training folder.

TOPICS

* Building equipment and kitchen appliances (categories of 
energy consumption and methods for calculating the energy 
consumption of large-scale kitchens)
* Cooking process (examples of power consumption optimisa-
tion and best practice examples)
* Specifics of different kitchen types (hospital, school, 
office)

TOPICS

* Sustainability and climate: consideration of regionality 
and seasonality
* Sustainability and costs: fresh cooking vs. convenience 
products
* Sustainability and resource efficiency: consideration of 
meal sizing, reduction of meat in favour of vegetables 
(smaller portion sizes, less meat)

Properly inform canteen’s stakeholders on the sustai-
nable efforts/steps of the canteen towards a better 
food quality and impact on the environment

 

Knowledge about waste prevention in large-scale 
kitchens according to sustainability and resource 
efficiency criteria.

knowledge of sustainable food in public catering 
facilities and the ability to be able to select and use 
the appropriate foods to achieve it.

 


